GT Power Group
GT Power knows PJM like nobody else. Not only do we offer you the ability to stay on top of PJM meetings and
easily track pressing issues, but we also offer you insights and analysis that will help get the answers you want and
the information you need. With a combined century of experience with PJM issues, GT Power Group team members
are ready to help you understand and follow the biggest RTO in the country.
The information communicated in PJM meetings can move markets in a minute - we provide information as events
unfold in real time. PJM information can be overwhelming and difficult to manage - we will organize the issues for you
and present the information you need to know in an easy to use format. Our team helps you understand not just what
is happening, but why it is important to your company.
We are there with trained ears listening for the information you need to know, so you do not need to be. Among the
insights GT Power clients enjoy:










Gtpowersource.com. A one of a kind online tool that allows you to follow PJM meetings as they
happen, communicate with GT Power team members at PJM meetings and access a permanent data
base of meeting summaries from all PJM meetings since 2012. Check it out: www.gtpowersource.com
GTPS Issue Tracker. A concise overview and status update on the most pressing issues in the PJM
stakeholder process. Example: https://t.e2ma.net/click/ffpvcc/vble7rb/vnmbbn
GTPS Weekly Wrap. A weekly summary of the PJM stakeholder meetings from that week, a summary
of regulatory highlights from the week, and a preview of the following week's meetings. Example:
https://t.e2ma.net/message/n13vac/vble7rb
PJM Today. A daily compilation of the most relevant headlines from the PJM region and previews of
the day's PJM meeting(s). Example: https://t.e2ma.net/message/jqc4cc/35ld9bc.
MRC and MC Annotated Agenda. Prior to every MRC and MC meeting, an agenda complete with our
notes on each voting item will be distributed to guide you through the critical issues up for final approval
in the PJM stakeholder process.
PJM Consulting Services. GT Power offers client-specific consulting services tailored to meet your
needs. Our team members can answer (or get the answer to) company-related questions, arrange
meetings with appropriate PJM executives, offer thoughts on what proposed rule changes could mean
to specific assets or the market, develop advocacy strategies to pursue company specific goals and
otherwise do what it takes to meet your PJM needs.

Learn more about us at: http://www.gtpowergroup.com/pjm-services
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